
 
 

SECTION – 2 

STRUCTURES 

Weeks Sixth to Week ten  

 

Week 6: Structured point 

Week 7: Light Space 

Week 8: Human Body: Being 

Week 9: Human Being self 

 

Week: 6 

STRUCTURED POINT 
 

6.1 ‘void’  

    6.2 Structures 

6.3 A pairing half of system 

6.4 Structural chase: One, two, three, --- 

6.5 Avoidance 

6.6 Recapitulation and Revisit 

6.7 Overview of chase steps 

 

Week - 7 

LIGHT SPACE 

7.1: Light Space 

7.2: Half Black 

7.3: Sunlight 

7.4: Sunrays 

7.5: Rainbow 

7.6: Light Cage carrier 

7.7: Sunlight Frame carrier 

 

Week - 8 

HUMAN BODY: BEING 

8.1: Human Body: Being 

8.2 : Body states 

8.3: Human Being  

8.4: Being Seal 

8.5: Human body 

8.6: Human body Being 

8.7: Continuum 

 

Week –9 Human Being self 
 

9.1 : Human 

9.2: Human Being 



9.3: Human Being self 

9.4: (Being, Self, soul) 

9.5: (Self, Soul) 

9.6: (Soul) 

9.7: (Universal soul) 

* 

========================================================= 

Step 9.1: Human 

========================================================= 

1. Existence within human frame is parallel to the format and features of 

existence within ‘sleep frame’  

2. Existence within ‘sleep frame’ is of the format and features of ‘four space’ 

sleep frame. 

3. Four space sleep is of the format and features of ‘church Discipline’ 

4. As such, in the context, it would be blissful to chase through the format and 

features of following NVF equations : 

NVF (Four space sleep) = 161 = NVF (Church Discipline) = NVF 

(Subtraction) = NVF (A purification)   

5. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to transcend 

through the format and features of NVF (human) = NVF (Sleep) and NVF 

(humane) = NVF (Cosmic) 

6. The shad chakras format (6 eternal circuits) format of human frame deserves 

to be chased sequentially. 

7. Seven consciousness states of existence within human frame as well 

deserves to be chased. 

8. Human body, human body seal because of Being, new human body because 

of ‘Self’ and ‘black fire’ expulsion from ‘human body’ because of ‘soul’ 

deserves to be follow. 

* 

========================================================= 

Step 9.2: Human Being 

========================================================= 

 

1. NVF (Human Being) = NVF (sleep seal) = NVF (Monad, monad) = NVF 

(Trimonad).  

2. Sleep state is the second consciousness state of the existence phenomenon 

within human frame 

3. NVF (sleep state) = NVF (Sleep center) = 122 = NVF (Frequencies) = NVF 

(Church, church) 

4. ‘Sleep seal’ as ‘Trimonad’ / ‘monad, monad’ / ‘spatial order’ creator bag and 

‘sleep center’ as ‘frequencies’ of the format and features of pairing of 

‘church, church’ deserves to be chased. 

5. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to transcend 

through sleep seal and reach at sleep center 

6. One may further have a pause here and take note that the transcendence 

through ‘seal’ and reach at ‘center’ is of the format and features of fourth 

element ‘air’  



7. NVF (Center) = NVF (Air seal)  deserves to be chased 

8. NVF (Center) = 65 and NVF (Light) = 56 take us to reflection pair of 

artifices (65, 56) of summation value 65 + 56 = 121 = NVF (unification)  

9. These features of ‘human Being’ and parallel to it of ‘sleep state’ deserves to 

be chased. 

10. NVF (human Being) = 94 = NVF (Trimonad) = NVF (Monad, Monad)  

11. NVF (humane Being) = NVF (human self) 

12. One shall have a pause and permit the transcending mind to continuously 

remain in prolonged sitting of trans and too glimpse the transition and 

transformation of ‘human Beings’ as ‘humane Beings’. 

 * 

========================================================= 

Step 9.3: Human Being self 

========================================================= 

 

1. The transition and transformation of ‘Being’ to ‘Being self’ is of the order of 

‘nature’, as much as that NVF (Being self) = NVF (Nature)  

2. The transition of ‘human Being’ as ‘human Being self’ is the transition from 

the format and features of ‘trimonad’ into ‘consecutive’, as much as that 

NVF (Human Being) = NVF (Trimonad) and NVF (Being self) = NVF 

(Consecutive)  

3. One may have a pause here and permit the transcending mind to glimpse the 

format and features of ‘Trimonad’ and of ‘consecutives’ 

4. NVF (Trimonad) = NVF (Monad, monad)  

5. NVF (Consecutive) = 136 = NVF (Joint, joint)  

6. It would be blissful to take note that artifice 136 avails triple digits (1, 3, 6) 

parallel to which are the synthesis values of (single linear dimension, pair of 

linear dimensions, triple linear dimensions). 

7. NVF (Trimonads)= 113 = NVF (Universe)  

8. NVF (Consecutive) = 155 = NVF (Sky Discipline) 

9. It would be blissful to note that NVF (consecutives) = NVF (Morality) = 

NVF (sky Discipline) 

10. The transition and transformation of ‘human Being’ to the state of ‘human 

Being self’, as such shall be accepting the test of ‘morality state’  

11. Morality state’ index, that way shall be indexing the attainment of ‘human 

Being self’ values and virtues. 

* 

========================================================= 

Step 9.4: (Being, Self, soul) 

========================================================= 

 

1. (Body, Being, self, soul) is the quadruple in terms of which the existence 

within human frame may be indexed. 

2. NVF (body) = NVF (logic), as such shall be providing us a format for chase 

of the features of existence within human frame. 



3. NVF (Being) = NVF (Seal) as such shall be helping us to be face to face 

with the different format seals accepted by the human frame. 

4. NVF (Self) = NVF (New) = NVF (Five) = NVF (Nine), as such shall be 

helping us glimpse the renewing processes of existence within human frame  

5. It would be a blissful to glimpse Transcendental renewing of the existence 

within human frame  

6. Further it would be very blissful to be face to face with the renewing of Nav 

braham order for the existence within Human frame. 

7. Triple formats (Being, self, soul) and parallel to it the triple artifices (37, 42, 

67) and further the reflecting pairing artifices triple (73, 24, 76), on their 

chase shall be enriching our insight about our selves. 

8. NVF (Self) = NVF (Being 5) and NVF (Soul) = NVF (Self area) = NVF 

(Being bible) 

9. It would be blissful to permit the transcending mind to continuously remain 

in prolonged sitting of deep trans and to be face to face with the different 

existence format within human frame as existence Discipline. 

* 

========================================================= 

Step 9.5: (Self, soul) 

========================================================= 

 

1. The transition from existence state of ‘self’ to ‘existence state of ‘soul’ is of 

Transcendental features, as well as  of Brahman features  

2. The Transcendence range steps as an end fruit is the attainment of transition 

from linear order set up to spatial order set up  

3. Here it would be relevant to note that this transition attainment would be of 

the order and features of transition from the format and features of first 

element ‘Earth’ to the format and features of second element namely 

‘water’. 

4. Manifesting feature of human frame for soul pilgrimage within body as of 

sequential unfoldment as ‘Being, self and soul’ deserves to be chased. 

5. This chase, externally of the format and features of seven steps long unity 

range (Earth, water, Fire, Air, Space, Sun, Pole Star) 

6. It would be relevant to note that parallel seven steps long NVF values range 

comes to be (52, 67, 38, 28 , 44, 54, 106) 

7. The unity range formulation ‘human frame, body, Being, self, soul, universal 

soul, accepts parallel NVFs values range (100, 46, 37, 42, 67, 188) 

8. For appreciation, comprehension and for imbibing of the values and virtues 

of parallel formats of above pair of unity ranges, one shall sequentially chase 

each of the above pair of unity ranges and thereafter to have a comparative 

chase of these pair of ranges. 

9. As such, it would be blissful to be through following tabulations: 

Table – 1 

Sr. Formulation  NVF Value Summation value 

1 Earth 52 52 

2 Water 67 119 

3 Fire 38 157 



4 Air 28  185 

5 Space 44  229 

6 Sun 54 283 

7 Pole Star 106 389 

 

Table – 2 

Sr. Formulation  NVF Value Summation value 

1 human frame,   100 100 

2 body  46 146 

3 Being 37  183 

4 Self 42 225 

5 Soul 67 292 

6 Universal soul 188 480 

 

10. The following paired pair values as well deserves to be chased  

i. NVF (Earth, Water) = (52, 67) / (52+ 67 = 119) = NVF (Foundation) 

ii. NVF (Water, Fire) = (67, 38) / (67+38= 105) = NVF (Definition)  

iii. NVF (Fire, Air) = (38, 28) / (38+ 28= 66) = NVF (Single) 

iv. NVF (Air, Space) = (28, 44) / (28+ 44=72) = NVF (Origin) 

v. NVF (Space, Sun) = (44, 54) / (44 + 54=98) = NVF (Transcend) 

vi. NVF (Sun, Pole Star) = (54, 106) / (54+ 106= 160) = NVF 

(Purification) 

11. It would further be relevant to take note of the NVF equations  

i. NVF (Water) – NVF (Earth) = 15  

ii. NVF (Water) – NVF (Fire) = 29 

iii. NVF (Fire) – NVF (Air) =10 

iv. NVF (space) – NVF (Air) = 16 

v. NVF (Sun) – NVF (Space) = 10 

vi. NVF (pole star) – NVF (Sun) = 52  

12. It would be blissful to permit the transcending mind be through the 

following NVF equations format and values  

i. NVF (Human frame, body, Being, self, soul, pilgrimage) = NVF 

(Earth, water, fire, air, space, sun, pole star) 

 

* 

========================================================= 

Step 9.6: (Soul) 

========================================================= 

 

1. Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Space, Sun, Pole Star content leads us to NVF value 

52 + 67 + 38 + 28 + 44 + 54+ 106+ 91= 480 = 2 x 4 x 6 x 10. 

2. Human frame, body, Being self, soul, pilgrimage, universal soul lead to 

NVF value 100 + 46 + 37+ 42+67+ 97 + 188 = 480= 2  x 4 x 6 x 10. 

3. One shall sit comfortably and permit the transcending mind to continuously 

remain in prolonged sitting of trans and to glimpse this phenomenon of soul 

pilgrimage within human frame unfolding itself as body, Being, self and soul 

and ultimately transcending as universal soul. 



4. For proper comprehension and full appreciation of the phenomenon of soul 

pilgrimage, one shall permit the transcending mind to sequentially chase the 

phenomenon of content of phases and stages of pole star, Sun, Space, Air, 

Fir, Water and Earth 

5. It would be a blissful exercise to have a parallel chase of both external 

(content) and internal pilgrimage phenomenon. 

*  

========================================================= 

Step 9.7: (Universal soul) 

========================================================= 

1. The soul pilgrimage within human frame is a Transcendental phenomenon. 

2. It is of self referral features. 

3. The Transcendence of soul during pilgrimage within human frame and 

attaining unity state as universal soul deserves to be chased meditated upon. 

4. This chase along Transcendental meditation format is a Divya Ganga flow 

path of Transcendental carriers of Sunlight. 

5. It is a real perfection pairing of external content flow and internal pilgrimage 

light. 

6. NVF (Perfection) = NVF (A sunlight) = NVF (A meditation) 

7. NVF (perfection) + NVF (Perfection) = NVF (Transcendental carriers). 

8. It would be a blissful exercise to permit the transcending mind to glimpse 

the phenomenon of  

i. NVF (Nose) = 53 = NVF (Axis) 

ii. NVF (Air) + NVF (Air) = NVF (light) 

iii. NVF (half air) = NVF (sky) 

iv. NVF (one air) = NVF (Cosmic)  

9. It would further be blissful to take note that nose has a pair of nostrils with 

NVF (nostrils) = 116 = NVF (Four folds). 

10. Further it would be blissful to take note that ‘air’ is the fourth element. 

11. NVF (Air) = 28 which is parallel to artifice 28 as second perfect artifice. 

12. Further it also would be relevant to take note that artifices 53 and 35 

constitute a reflection pair of artifices and parallel to them are the 

formulations of NVF values 53= NVF (Nose) and 35 = NVF (Eye) 

13. Like that the four folds manifesting within human frame on its chase shall be 

brining us face to face with the universe within universe outside Being of 

parallel format and features. 

14. Soul pilgrimage within human frame and ‘Birth Rebirth phenomenon’ as 

virtue of ‘Universal soul’ is Being aimed to be touched during coming week. 

 

*   

 


